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Reinterpretation of velocity-dependent atomic friction: Influence of the inherent instrumental noise in friction force microscopes
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We have applied both the master equation method and harmonic transition state theory to interpret the velocity-dependent friction behavior observed in atomic friction experiments. To understand the discrepancy between attempt frequencies measured in atomic force microscopy experiments and those estimated by theoretical models, both thermal noise and instrumental noise are introduced into the model. It is found that the experimentally observed low attempt frequency and the transition point at low velocity regimes can be interpreted in terms of the instrumental noise inherent in atomic force microscopy. In contrast to previous models, this model also predicts (1) the existence of a two-slope curve of velocity dependence and (2) the decrease of critical velocity with temperature, which provides clues for further experimental verification of the influence of instrumental noise in friction measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of atomic force microscopy (AFM) [1], it became possible to measure friction at the atomic length scale in single asperity contacts [2]. These atomic-scale friction measurements showed many deviations from the well-known friction laws observed at the macroscale. One example of such a deviation is that friction varies with AFM tip velocity or sliding speed [3,4], often termed velocity-dependent atomic friction. Recently, there has been great interest and significant progress in understanding this phenomenon, which manifests itself as increasing friction with increased sliding speeds and decreased temperatures. In the pioneering AFM experiments conducted by Gnecco et al. [4], a logarithmic velocity dependence of friction was observed, which was then rationalized in terms of thermal activation [4–7]. With the assistance of thermal energy, a single asperity AFM tip can jump between atomic lattice sites at lower lateral forces than in the absence of thermal energy, leading to a reduction in friction. The dependence of friction on sliding speed results from the shorter time that is allowed for thermal energy to assist the tip in reaching the next atomic lattice position. As a result, the friction $F$ logarithmically increases with the sliding velocity $v$ according to the relation below:

$$ F = F_c - \beta k_B T \ln \left( \frac{v}{v_c} \right)^{2/3}, $$

(1)

where $F_c$ is the maximum friction at $T = 0$, $v_c$ is the critical velocity at which the friction reaches $F_c$ and does not increase further as $v$ increases, and $\beta$ is a parameter determined by the shape of the corrugation potential. The parameter $v_c$ can be determined by $v_c = (2 f_0 \beta T)/(3 k_{\text{eff}} \sqrt{F_c})$, where $f_0$ is the attempt frequency and $k_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective spring constant of the AFM cantilever, tip, and sample contact, or the slope of the lateral force measured while the tip is stuck at a single lattice site. Equation (1) has been widely used to interpret AFM experimental data [5,6,8–11].

Despite the great success in interpreting atomic friction data through the thermal activation mechanism and its wide applicability in fitting AFM experimental data, significant discrepancies in terms of the calculated attempt frequencies have existed between various experiments, but perhaps more importantly between experiment and theory [12]. The attempt frequency for thermal activation is the characteristic frequency with which the tip apex in contact with the surface oscillates as a result of thermal energy. The magnitude of the attempt frequency depends on the effective mass of the tip involved in thermal activation. It has been theoretically revealed that the mass of the tip apex is on the order of $m = 10^{-20}$ kg or lighter [13–19]. Therefore, from the perspective of theory, the magnitude of the attempt frequency would be on the order of GHz or even THz. However, the reported attempt frequencies obtained from fitting AFM friction data as a function of sliding speed consistently fall out of the range of theoretical predictions and vary widely. For example, the following attempt frequencies have been measured in AFM experiments: 6 MHz on NaCl(100) surfaces [4,5], 13–53 kHz on mica surfaces under different normal loads [6], 24 MHz on surfaces of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite [9], and 49 kHz on Au(111) surfaces [11]. All of these experimentally determined frequencies are much smaller than those predicted by theoretical approaches and cannot be explained within the framework of thermal activation.

In this work, we will re-examine this discrepancy by accounting for the additional mechanical energy resulting from instrumental noise inherent in AFM measurements. This instrumental noise, although being often neglected once a successful measurement has been achieved, will be shown to have significant influence on the measured velocity-dependent friction behavior. Examples explicitly showing the influence...
of mechanical vibrations include the formation of unstable tip-sample contacts [20] and can result in unintended oscillations of the cantilever (also possibly resulting in an unstable tip-sample contact) [21], a transition to the low friction regime of dynamic superlubricity [22], and a significant reduction in wear of AFM probes [23]. Similar to thermal noise, mechanical noise can suppress atomic friction through activating motion at the contact [6,24,25]. However, in almost all conventional models of atomic friction, instrumental noise is rarely considered, and its effect on the velocity dependence of atomic friction remains unexplored. We here restrict our definition of instrumental noise to displacement noise as it is one of the the primary noise sources to modulate the contact formed between the tip and the surface [25,26]. In this work, we will start from the theoretical model, the Prandtl–Tomlinson (PT) model [27,28], and then investigate the effect of the instrumental noise inherent in AFM through the master equation method and harmonic transition state theory (HTST). The attempt frequency discrepancy between experiments and simulations will be interpreted within the framework of the modified model, showing that the presence of mechanical noise can result in a two-slope friction dependence on sliding velocity and also artificially lower the fitted attempt frequency derived from AFM experiments. The model predictions can be verified by experiments when AFM data on friction at high sliding velocity regimes become available.

II. MODEL

Atomic friction is often interpreted using the PT model, where the single asperity of an AFM tip apex is treated as a ball-like tip sliding against a substrate. The tip is dragged by a support displaced at a constant velocity through a harmonic spring (see Fig. 1). The corrugation potential between the tip and substrate is approximated in the sinusoidal form. The total potential energy, which is the sum of the corrugation potential and the elastic potential in the harmonic spring, can be expressed as

\[ V(x,t) = -\frac{U}{2} \cos\left(\frac{2\pi x}{a}\right) + \frac{1}{2}k(vt-x)^2, \]

where \( x \) is the position of the tip, \( t \) is time, \( U \) is the magnitude of the corrugation potential, \( a \) is the lattice spacing of the substrate, \( k \) is the stiffness of the harmonic spring, and \( v \) is the driving speed of the support. At the equilibrium state, the tip will reside in a local minimum \( d \) as indicated in Fig. 1. An energy barrier \( \Delta V \), the energy difference between the local minimum \( d \) and the saddle point \( e \), hinders the tip slipping from \( d \) to its adjacent minimum \( f \). Driven by the support, the energy barrier will diminish gradually. In the absence of other sources of energy (thermal or mechanical), slip occurs only when the energy barrier completely vanishes (\( \Delta V = 0 \)), which is when the potential energy stored in the spring is equal to the corrugation potential amplitude. With additional sources of energy, such as thermal and mechanical energy, the tip is able to hop over the energy barrier before the energy landscape at points \( d \) and \( e \) are equal. Consequently, the lateral force (or friction force) becomes smaller.

Given that almost all atomic friction experiments are conducted at temperatures greater than 0 K, the PT model is typically modified using two different methods to include the effects of thermal energy. One way is to describe the dynamics of the AFM tip using the Langevin equation. The random force resulting from thermal noise can be obtained by the fluctuation-dissipation relation. Although the Langevin equation is useful in accounting for the additional thermal energy, it is difficult to directly include other noise sources that are inherent in AFM instruments.

The second approach is to consider the stochastic nature of noise (thermal and mechanical) present in AFMs using, for example, the Monte Carlo method [29] and master equation method [30]. Indeed, both the Monte Carlo and master equation methods share the same underlying principle and yield similar results. The master equation method is more computationally efficient and statistically reliable than directly solving the Langevin equation, which is used to calculate the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the tip as a function of time. More specifically, a significant amount of computation time is required to map friction as a function of velocity and temperature when solving the Langevin equation directly, as repetitive calculations would be required for each velocity and temperature data point. Moreover, the application of transition state theory makes it more convenient to incorporate multiple noise sources, allowing one to study velocity dependence of friction in the presence of both instrumental and thermal noise, as opposed to using the Langevin equation as in Ref. [25].

The master equation method stems from statistical mechanics and is suitable for systems where a set of states exists and the occupation of these states is governed by the dynamics of transitions between them [31]. Atomic stick-slip friction falls into this category where the tip may occupy different states (states \( d \) and \( f \) as shown in Fig. 1), while also under the effect of various noise sources. If we surmise that single stick slip dominates the friction process (which holds true for most experimental observations), the probabilities of the tip
Based on HTST, the attempt frequency for a transition from state \( d \) to state \( f \), and vice versa. Both forward and backward transitions are allowed in our calculation. Once the time-dependent probabilities of occupying each state \( P_d \) and \( P_f \) are determined, physical quantities at any given time can be obtained as weighted averages over all available states.

The key to solving the master equation [Eq. (3)] is to calculate the instantaneous transition rate \( \kappa \). The transition rate due to thermal activation can be obtained through Arrhenius equation

\[
\kappa = f_{\text{att}} \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta V}{k_B T} \right),
\]

where \( f_{\text{att}} \) is the attempt frequency associated with thermal activation, \( \Delta V \) is the energy barrier and is calculated by numerically finding the saddle point \( e \) and the local minimum \( d \) as indicated in Fig. 1, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( T \) is temperature. The harmonic transition state theory (HTST) can be used to obtain the attempt frequency [19,30]. Based on HTST, the attempt frequency for a transition from local minimum \( d \) over saddle point \( e \) can be expressed as

\[
f_{\text{att}} = \frac{\pi \hbar^3}{m^2 \lambda_e^{(d)} \lambda_e^{(e)}},
\]

where \( \lambda_e^{(d)} \) and \( \lambda_e^{(e)} \) are the real vibrational eigenfrequencies at the minimum \( d \) and saddle point \( e \), respectively. Then, for a one-spring PT model, assuming no correlated barrier recrossing, the attempt frequency at \( d \) can be written as

\[
f_{\text{att}} = \frac{w_d}{2\pi},
\]

where \( w_d = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \left( \frac{V_{xc}(d)}{\sqrt{m}} \right)} \) is the angular frequency at the local minimum \( d \) and \( m \) is the effective mass of the tip.

We specifically denote the attempt frequency due to thermal oscillations of the tip as \( f_{\text{att}} \), to differentiate this value from the attempt frequency determined in the thermally activated PT model, denoted \( f_0 \), as \( f_0 \) is the value we are exploring in this paper. Until this point, we have not included the effect of instrumental noise into the master equation. For simplicity, we assume that the instrumental noise takes the form of Gaussian distribution (white noise) at certain characteristic frequencies. In the same way, we can employ the Arrhenius equation [Eq. (4)] to include the influence of instrumental noise in the PT model. For instrumental noise, \( f_m \) becomes the characteristic frequency of the instrumental noise and the subscript in indicates it is for the instrumental noise; \( T_{\text{eff}} \) is then the effective temperature, which does not have a physical meaning of temperature but rather represents the magnitude of instrumental noise. To explicitly differentiate the effective temperature, which is a scaling factor for the amplitude of the instrumental noise, from real temperature of the system, which yields thermal noise, we will use \( T_{\text{eff}} \) to denote the scaling factor for the instrumental noise and \( T \) for the temperature of the system. Additionally, we assume that \( T_{\text{eff}} \) is independent of temperature and must be measured for each individual AFM system. It is also worth pointing out that instrumental noise may come from different sources [26]. By using the master equation method, incorporation of these different noise sources into the thermally activated PT model can be simply achieved. For the moment, we would like to restrict our analysis to one source of noise, which is the noise source with the highest intensity or amplitude.

### III. RESULTS

We numerically implement the aforementioned master equation to investigate velocity dependence of atomic friction. A set of parameters are applied such that they are consistent with commonly used values [32]. The magnitude of the corrugation potential \( U = 2.0 \text{ eV} \) [in Eq. (2)], the lattice spacing on substrate surface \( a = 0.288 \text{ nm} \), the effective lateral stiffness \( k = 1 \text{ N/m} \), and the mass of the tip apex \( m = 10^{-20} \text{ kg} \) which leads to an attempt frequency for thermal activation \( f_{\text{att}} \) equal to 1 GHz using Eq. (5). The characteristic frequency for instrumental noise is often on the order of kHz [25]. In our calculation we will vary it from 0.1 to 100 kHz. It is worth emphasizing again that the instrumental noise depends on the individual AFM system. In our calculations, effective temperatures ranging from 0 to 2000 K are used when demonstrating the effect of the variation of the mechanical noise amplitude on thermally activated friction. The mechanical white noise amplitude is considered independent of temperature in all cases, except the final example in this manuscript. This assumption allows us to simplify our calculation and give a qualitative description of the velocity dependence of atomic friction. A quantitatively accurate inclusion of instrumental noise needs specific information from the AFM used in a given experiment [25].

Figure 2 demonstrates velocity and temperature dependence of friction with (a) only thermal noise and (b) both thermal and instrumental noise. Velocities ranging from 1 nm/s to 1 m/s and beyond are included so that the critical friction force \( F_c \) can be identified, as well as to link the friction behavior observed at typical sliding speeds used in molecular dynamics simulations of atomic friction and the sliding speeds typically encountered in real mechanical systems with the friction measured at slow sliding velocities typically achieved in AFM experiments. In the case where only thermal noise is considered, friction decreases sublinearly with temperature, increases logarithmically with velocity, and reaches a plateau (transition point) at high velocity regimes, which are consistent with the previous theoretical predictions [4,5]. Once the instrumental noise is introduced, friction at relatively low temperature and low velocity regime is further suppressed [as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)]. The suppression of friction causes the rise of an extra transition point at the low velocity regime. In this work, we will discuss the implication of velocity dependence of atomic friction measured in experiments. Based on the PT model with only thermal activation, the critical velocity at the transition point is proportional to the attempt frequency, \( v_c = \frac{2 \kappa_f F_c}{k_B T_{\text{eff}}} \), where \( \kappa_f \) is the attempt frequency, \( \beta \) is a parameter determined by the shape of the corrugation potential, \( k_b \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( k_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective AFM stiffness, \( T \) is temperature, and \( F_c \) is the maximum friction at \( T = 0 \text{ K} \). In experiments, the friction plateau
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Numerical result showing the variation of the friction force as a function of sliding velocity and temperature when only thermal noise is considered. (b) Numerical result showing the variation of the friction force as a function of velocity and temperature when both thermal noise and instrumental noise are considered. The instrumental noise associated with an effective temperature of $T_{\text{eff}} = 1200$ K at a frequency of $f_{\text{in}} = 10$ kHz is used.

at velocities around $\mu$m/s can be obtained [6]. In sharp contrast, this friction plateau usually arises at velocities on the order of m/s in theoretical prediction or molecular dynamics simulation [11,18]. Consequently, the attempt frequencies measured from AFM experiments unanimously fall in the range from kHz to MHz [4–6,9,11], which are much smaller than the theoretical predictions ranging from GHz to THz.

This attempt frequency discrepancy between simulation and experiment can be rationalized by taking instrumental noise into consideration. To examine this further, we focus on the friction versus velocity curves with varying temperature ($T$), the frequency of the instrumental noise ($f_{\text{in}}$), and the amplitude of the instrumental noise ($T_{\text{eff}}$). Figure 3 shows the velocity dependence of atomic friction at three temperatures. As in the case where instrumental noise is not considered, a friction plateau at high velocity regimes (around 1 m/s) is observed. However, with the addition of instrumental noise, there is now an extra transition point, where the primary friction reducing mechanism transitions from instrumental noise dominated to thermal noise dominated. This point is marked with an arrow in Fig. 3 for $T = 150$ and 300 K and occurs at a very low sliding speed when $T = 450$ K.

The presence of two noise sources results in a two-slope velocity dependence curve where the transition from one slope to the other is marked by this transition point. In the first region, at lower velocities or to the left of the transition point, the instrumental noise gives rise to the dominant slope observed. However, at higher velocities or to the right of the transition point, the second slope results from thermal noise. Given that most AFM measurements are limited to velocities of 1000 nm/s or less, it is likely that the recorded friction versus velocity data are dominated by the influence of instrumental noise, rather than thermal noise and are likely culprits for the very low attempt frequencies reported in the literature.

Closer examination of this transition point shows a general shift toward the lower velocities with increasing temperature. For example, at $T = 150$ K, the transition point occurs at approximately 10 $\mu$m/s; at $T = 300$ K, the transition point moves left to a few $\mu$m/s; at $T = 450$ K, the transition point is located around 100 nm/s. This gradual decrease in the velocity at which the transition point is observed is a result of thermal noise dominating the reduction of friction at high temperatures, thus eclipsing the influence of instrumental noise on friction. This latter point demonstrates another...
issue in the experimental literature. There have been a few experimental studies conducted at low temperatures [9,33], compared to even fewer experimental reports of friction at elevated temperatures. The shift of the transition point to lower sliding speeds at high temperatures suggests that a better experimental measurement of the attempt frequency associated with thermal activation, and hence the critical sliding velocity, can only be achieved at friction measurements in the range of 1–1000 nm/s at elevated temperatures, as the influence of instrumental noise is reduced in comparison with thermal noise.

We now examine the influence of the instrumental noise at a constant real temperature. Figure 4(a) shows the influence of the amplitude of the instrumental noise on the measured friction versus velocity trend. Again, the two-slope trend is observed, as in Fig. 3, but the transition point from instrumental to thermal noise dominated behavior shifts to higher frequencies: an increase of one order of magnitude in the instrumental noise moves the transition point to a velocity about one order of magnitude higher. This is because the transition from instrumental to thermal dominated noise is strongly influenced by the point where the frequency at which the tip traverses the atoms on the surface becomes comparable to the frequency of the mechanical noise. Figure 4(a) also shows that higher frequency noise (beyond 1 kHz) can still have a strong influence on the friction versus velocity trend measured in the <1000-nm/s scanning speed of most experiments.

Second, we examine the influence of changing the amplitude of the instrumental noise at a constant frequency of 10 kHz in Fig. 4(b). A value of $T_{\text{eff}} = 0$ K can be interpreted as if the instrumental noise was completely eliminated. As the noise amplitude is increased, we see a decrease in the measured friction at lower sliding speeds, particularly in the range accessible in AFM experiments, but also a gradual shift of the transition point to higher velocities.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

The results from this theoretical study can aid in the design of appropriate experiments and interpretation of experimental data when fitting measured data to the thermally activated PT model. Specifically, the influences of temperature and instrumental noise amplitude and frequency have been examined using the master equation method, and each is treated independently.

First, if we consider the thermally activated PT model in the absence of instrumental noise, the plateau in the friction versus velocity curve at the critical friction force ($F_c$) occurs at the critical velocity, defined as $v_c = \frac{2kTb}{\beta k}\sqrt{\frac{1}{\Delta}}$. Clearly, in the absence of instrumental noise, the critical velocity will increase with temperature. Experimental measurements approaching these velocities may regard the change in slope at the critical velocity as a transition point, which demonstrates a similar change in slope. However, when we include the influence of instrumental noise in the thermally activated PT model, the velocity at which the transition point occurs decreases with increasing temperature, as shown in Fig. 3, in contrast to the critical velocity. Thus, the observation of a decrease in the critical velocity with increasing temperature can be used as an indicator that the friction behavior measured is dominated at low velocities by instrumental noise.

Second, if we examine the influence of the frequency of the instrumental noise on the system, we find that high-frequency noise has a very strong effect on the measured friction behavior at low sliding speeds. Typically, this noise is “eliminated” in most AFM systems with a low pass filter on the friction signal, high oversampling of the friction signals, and scanning in the limited velocity range of 1–1000 nm/s. As specified by Labuda et al., only displacement noise, or noise that can only be measured once the cantilever and sample are in contact, is relevant in velocity-dependent AFM friction measurements [25,26]. Much of the high-frequency noise in AFMs is indeed detection (e.g., from the electronic components of the photodetector) or force (e.g., the thermal vibrations of the cantilever) noise and therefore would not influence the friction behavior. On the other hand, the mechanical resonance of the piezo is typically on the order of kHz and could be a source of “high-frequency” displacement noise. Despite these efforts to reduce all noise sources and achieve lattice resolution...
images, the velocity-dependent friction behavior will not reflect the thermal activation of friction described in the thermally activated PT model. However, most AFM experimentalists spend a significant amount of effort to eliminate low-frequency vibrations, or those less than 1 kHz. Figure 4 shows that a transition point will likely be identifiable in the range of scanning velocities that is accessible to most experimentalists if low-frequency noise dominates all other sources of instrumental noise and should not be mistaken for the critical velocity expected from thermal activation.

Two other conclusions can be drawn from the data shown in this paper: experimentalists are advised to examine the thermal activation of friction at elevated temperatures, rather than low temperatures; and experimentalists should increase the velocity at which they can achieve friction measurements. By studying atomic friction at higher temperatures, the thermal activation of friction dominates the instrumental noise at increasingly lower scanning speeds. In fact, at temperatures of just 450 K (or 177 °C—a temperature easily reached in most UHV if not ambient systems) Fig. 3 shows that thermal activation of friction can be directly studied at sliding speeds already accessible in most AFM systems. On the other hand, low temperature measurements reduce the influence of thermal activation on atomic friction measurements and increase the influence of instrumental noise. In addition, higher speed experimental measurements, whereby velocities of mm/s could be achieved, would be ideal. At high velocity regimes, the transition point can be overcome and experimental verification of the two-slope variation in the friction versus velocity behavior could likely be confirmed. Furthermore, comparison with advanced simulation techniques, such as parallel replica dynamics [34], can be achieved, allowing for a verification of the thermally activated model of friction.

Finally, the objective of this paper is to show that, through the introduction of instrumental noise, artificially low attempt frequencies \( (f_\text{at}) \) would be obtained from fitting the thermally activated PT model to velocity-dependent friction data, which is often acquired at velocities less than 1000 nm/s. Table I verifies the supposition, first suggested by Riedo et al. [6], that mechanical noise is responsible for lowering the thermally activated attempt frequency downward to kHz. To demonstrate this, we have fit the data shown within this paper, assuming no instrumental noise and in the 1–1000 nm/s velocity range using the thermally activated Tomlins model, calculating the attempt frequency from the fit parameters. The values are summarized in Table I. The measured attempt frequencies are in the range of 0.5–2 kHz, closer to what is often reported in experimental studies [6,11]; despite the frequency of the tip apex due to thermal energy being constant at \( f_\text{at} = 1 \) GHz in our models. Therefore, to rectify the gap in reported attempt frequencies determined using the thermally activated model, experimentalists are advised to better characterize the instrumental displacement noise in their microscopes, and those conducting simulations should attempt to include these effects in their calculations.

Before concluding this study, we examine an interesting trend in the friction versus temperature behavior that has been experimentally measured and modeled [35,36]. In these studies, friction was studied from temperatures around 100 K to room temperature. A gradual increase in friction was observed from 100 K until a maximum was observed at 125–225 K depending on the experiment, followed by decreasing friction until room temperature was reached. We propose an alternate model to explain this observed trend. Figure 5 reproduces this complex friction versus temperature dependence by varying \( T_\text{eff} \) with temperature. Given the strong mechanical coupling of the cooling apparatus (likely a flow cryostat) with the sample itself, it is not unreasonable to assume that an increase in displacement or instrumental noise would be observed when cooling a sample. However, given that there have been no published measurements of the instrumental noise associated with cooling a sample in an AFM, and how that instrumental noise varies with the cooling output of the cryostat, we cannot be certain that the amount of instrumental noise at the sample-tip contact would change with sample temperature.

**TABLE I.** Values of attempt frequencies \( (f_\text{at}) \) determined from the figures within this paper determined using the thermally activated PT model in velocity ranges of 1–1000 nm/s. The color column refers to the color and line type of the line in each of the figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure number</th>
<th>Line color</th>
<th>Attempt frequency ( f_\text{at} ) (kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Black (Solid)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red (Dashed)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue (Dotted)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(a)</td>
<td>Black (Solid)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red (Dashed)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue (Dotted)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(b)</td>
<td>Black (Solid)</td>
<td>10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red (Dashed)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue (Dotted)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We therefore present this idea as an alternative to the proposed model by Barel and colleagues to explain their friction results. However, its validation requires experimental evaluation of the noise level of the cooling system imposed on the AFM measurements.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, it has been shown that the inclusion of instrumental noise in atomic friction measurements of velocity-dependent friction is substantial. Furthermore, the experimentally observed logarithmic relation between velocity and atomic friction, particularly at the slow scanning speeds reported in experimental measurements, results from the mutual contributions of both thermal and instrumental noise. The low attempt frequency and the resultant low critical velocity measured in AFM experiments primarily result from the instrumental noise inherent in AFM measurements. This result indicates that extreme caution is needed when interpreting experimental AFM data of friction versus velocity or temperature. Our model also provides clues for experimentalists on key parameters that would aid in verifying the existence and significance of the instrumental noise inherent in AFM measurements. Specifically, a decrease of the transition point with temperature and the appearance of a two-slope curve of the friction versus velocity data would suggest the presence of significant instrumental noise influencing the measurement. The predictions invite further experimental investigations under higher sliding velocities and higher temperatures to reduce the influence of inherent instrumental noise in their experimental measurements. Finally, a temperature-dependent mechanical noise has been introduced into the thermally activated PT model, which reproduces an unusual temperature dependence of atomic friction that has been experimentally measured.
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